
A Vision for Research in the Age 
of “Data Science”

The Paradox:
Capacity for Good vs. Risk of Harm 
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Data Science is an interdisciplinary field about processes and systems to extract knowledge or insights from data in various forms, either structured or unstructured,[1][2] which is a continuation of some of the data analysis fields such as statistics, data mining, and predictive analytics, similar to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD).Data science employs techniques and theories drawn from many fields within the broad areas of mathematics, statistics, information science, and computer science, including signal processing, probability models, machine learning, statistical learning, data mining, database, data engineering, pattern recognition and learning, visualization, predictive analytics, uncertainty modeling, data warehousing, data compression, computer programming, artificial intelligence, and high performance computing. Methods that scale to big data are of particular interest in data science, although the discipline is not generally considered to be restricted to such big data, and big data solutions are often focused on organizing and preprocessing the data instead of analysis. The development of machine learning has enhanced the growth and importance of data science.Data science affects academic and applied research in many domains, including machine translation, speech recognition, robotics, search engines, digital economy, but also the biological sciences, medical informatics, health care, social sciences and the humanities. It heavily influences economics, business and finance. From the business perspective, data science is an integral part of competitive intelligence, a newly emerging field that encompasses a number of activities, such as data mining and data analysis.[3]



Current Reality and Future Potential
• Digital age: data storage and computation to answer 

new scientific questions.  
• Traditional research design and methods are now 

enhanced by the vast capabilities of using “data 
science”

• Global collaboration in real time 
• Greater interoperability across systems (future) 
Results in: 
• Actionable wisdom (John Halamka)

• Rapid learning (Lynn Etheredge )
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Digital age: that has made it possible to have unimaginable data storage and computation ability has made it possible to answer new scientific questions (give examples, population health, genetic disease, environmental impact on health)Traditional research design and methods are now enhanced by the vast capabilities of using “data science” These data analytics make it possible to  answer clinical research questions with greater power, quicker, with greater confidence and predictive capacity.Actionable wisdom: applying decision support rules to actions & events such as changes in medication, patient visits, new lab results new allergies.  (John Halamka, 2014 Health Affairs  CIO at Beth Israel Deconess Medical Center)Rapid learning (Lynn Etheredge2014 Health Affairs  Rapid Learning: A Breakthrough agenda  Rapid Learning defined as a health system that learns as quickly as possible about best treatment for each patient and deliver it) faster and faster knowledge production …. Global collaboration  in real time Greater interoperability across systems (future) The Pardox:   all of this capacity brings with it a paradox….. One that must be managed…  



Vision 
• Achieve an agile capacity to study important 

health care questions, expand discovery, 
dissemination, translation and knowledge 
utilization. 

• Improve clinical decision making and 
achieving better outcomes for patients and 
population health.
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Not just disease management but health!!



The Paradox: Benefits vs. Risk
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Compliance vs security:Important to differentiate compliance from security. They are not the same.Compliance: top down mandate with federal guidelines and laws, involve documentation, updated annuallySecurity: bottom up , embedded in technology, constant unrelenting updates daily if not moreLegal vs ethical: consent : Implied consent: a form of consent which is not expressly granted by a person, but rather inferred from a person's actions and the facts and circumstances of a particular situation (or in some cases, by a person's silence or inaction). Some examples include implied consent to follow rules and/or regulations at an education institution.Expressed consent is clearly and unmistakably stated, rather than implied. It may be given in writing, by speech (orally), or non-verbally, e.g. by a clear gesture such as a nod. Non-written express consent not evidenced by witnesses or an audio or video recording may be disputed if a party denies that it was given.Unintended consequences: Risks : “Dual use” research findings “Dual use” research findings (Schneier Securing Medical Reseach A cybersecurity point of view Science  2012) : virology field research on findings about the  mutation of a known virus and thus takes a risk that data hacked or stolen by terrorist obtain this information and use it bioweapon or create misinformation by manipulation of results to frighten a population of a bio and health risk. Data driven clinical decision making:Big data allows for massive amounts of information to create new pathways to clinical decisions but also risk minimizing personal choice   Examples: 



The Paradox:

• Compliance vs. Security 
• Legal vs. ethical  
• Personal vs. Societal Value 
• Data driven clinical decision vs. 

Personal Choice 



Building Trust & Assuring Security
• Balanced information obtained from advanced 

analytics  with analysis of human impact.
• Commitment to advancing security, building 

trust 
• Value the power of transparency 
• Value rapid learning and actionable wisdom
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Thank You 
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